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finance – for investors who get a return, in order to make decisions

- critical/plenty
- professional bodies
- standards, FRC
- standards, IAASB
- standards, IASB
- significant investor protection

social – for people who get a social return but can’t influence decisions

- virtually none
- fledgling
- several standards
- rare, opposed
- some eg principles
- none specific to the return

common language for goals

press
analysis
reporting
audit
accounting
legislation

no common language for goals
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Our Approach

The UN Social Impact Fund is a global platform, providing supporting grant capital, impact oversight and expertise to subsidiary social impact funds. These funds help to scale up Social Enterprises, while UNSIF secures their social and environmental missions, helping them to make and measure greater impact.

- Identify impact investors, donors and venture philanthropists
- Create architecture to connect their resources with the impact enterprises
- Bring UN’s skills and expertise to secure scale up the impact
- Measure the social and environmental impact against Sustainable Development Goals
Norms and Standards for Evaluation

June 2016
1. Involve Stakeholders
2. Understand what changes
3. Value the outcomes that matter
4. Only include what is material
5. Do not over-claim
6. Be transparent
7. Verify the result
And relative importance of what’s in
Social Impact Objectives (OD6247)

Describes the social impact objectives pursued by the organization. Select all that apply:
- Access to clean water and sanitation
- Access to education
- Access to energy
- Access to financial services
- Access to information
- Affordable housing
- Agricultural productivity
- Capacity building
- Community development
- Conflict resolution
- Disease-specific prevention and mitigation
- Employment generation
- Equality and empowerment
- Food security
GVE 2.0 is in Beta and we’re constantly working to improve it. Please tweet or email your feedback to help us prioritize what’s important to you. The old GVE is still available here.

Discover Your Value

Global Value Exchange is a free and easy-to-use tool made to help you understand the value you create.

We've collected 1000s of ways to measure and value your activities. Try searching for keywords (like "health" or "homeless") and see what you discover...
Some examples
WELKOM BIJ SHAERPA

1. Specifieke expertise...?
2. Informatie gezoekt...
3. Impact vergroten...
4. Gelijkvloers met...

INVESTERINGSVOORSTEL INDIENEN?
lees meer >
We connect capital with greater purpose and drive investments for social good.

IIX moves impact enterprises up the value-chain of capital raise

Our platforms enable impact enterprises to accelerate their business and positive impact, while pushing the impact investing space from the margins to the mainstream.
LEAN DATA ADDRESSES THE UNIQUE MEASUREMENT NEEDS OF SOCIAL ENTERPRISES

Fast-moving social enterprises, strapped for cash and time, face a conundrum when it comes to measuring social performance. Traditional measurement tools, whether inherited from international development or impact investing, don’t make sense. They are either too costly because they were designed for large-scale aid projects or focus on typical business metrics that don’t get to the heart of impact. Created from the ground up, Lean Data puts entrepreneurs, and their customers, first.

Lean Data is the application of lean experimentation principles to the collection and use of social performance data. It involves a shift in mindset away from reporting and compliance and toward creating value for a company and its customers. Lean Data uses low-cost technology to communicate directly with end customers, getting high-quality data quickly and efficiently.
Aggregating at fund level

Source: GIIN
The Integrated Profit and Loss statement

Year: 2014
Scope: Holcim Global
Results in: mio CHF

Financial
- 5,671
- 47
- 24
- 3

Socio-economic
- 532
- Stakeholder investments
- Strategic social investments
- Inclusive businesses
- Industrial accidents
- Occupational health
- Human rights
- Skills
- own operations
- CO2 upstream
- CO2 downstream
- Air emissions
- Water
- Biodiversity
- Waste
- Secondary resources
- Incidents
- Environmental
- 855
- Calculation
- 4,662
B Corp certification
Assessment of culture and systems

www.socialvalueselfassessmenttool.org
Find out how far you are applying the principles using the social value self assessment tool.
Non-Financial Reporting

Financial and non-financial reporting provides shareholders and other stakeholders with a meaningful, comprehensive view of the position and performance of companies.

Large public-interest entities (listed companies, banks, insurance undertakings and other companies that are so designated by Member States) with more than 500 employees should disclose in their management report relevant and useful information on their policies, main risks and outcomes relating to at least:

- environmental matters,
- social and employee aspects,
- respect for human rights,
- anticorruption and bribery issues, and
- diversity in their board of directors.

There is significant flexibility for companies to disclose relevant information (including reporting in a separate report), as well as they may rely on international, European or national guidelines (e.g. the UN Global Compact, the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, ISO 26000, etc.).
Title: Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation Rules Governing the Preparation and Filing of Corporate Social Responsibility Reports by TWSE Listed Companies

Amended Date: 2015.10.19

Article 1
These Rules are established according to Paragraph 3, Article 47 of the Operating Rules of the Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation.

Article 2
Where a listed company is under one of the following circumstances, it shall
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